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INTRODUCTION
The Love Poetry Project aims to promote love consciousness within the authors, between the authors as a community, and amongst the wider reading audience, to facilitate
awareness of commonalities as well as distinct experiences.
Below is a collection of poems which have been received for
this project, including works by 98 writers from around the
world, sought out by the Anthologist, Christopher Caulfield,
including friends, family and strangers. We are gearing up
to produce an annual anthology of love related poetry, and
we invite submissions at our website www.LovePoetryProject.com. We ask only for honest poetry, spoken from the
soul, somehow related to love, whatever that means to you.
It is my hope that you, the reader, may one day collect your
own love poetry project, filled with poems by people you
know.
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THE LOVE POETRY PROJECT

Love Truth
by Isha van der Burg

#truth and #love are definitely not the same
#love comes first and on misconception is based
You know that from the start, but you stubbornly persist
you think that it is worth it
which, it turns out, it is

17

Rhythm
by Hannah Mitchell

It’s seeping now
That fiery rhythm
That silk that drips from your lips
Never a last taste will do
Embracing this entrance within, so deep
Expanding in all it’s wholeness
It’s beating, pulsing, sending through the wind
The blanket of wonder as it stirs in the stuck
Bright essences of the pores, I call to you
Honoring that sacred sal as it dances like smoke
Lifting to the heavens, that swirl of a flowing steam

18

Eulogies for Poets
by Mark C. Johnson

These poets died talking to one another
Through their poems and over tea
On occasional rare visits
Where they went out of their way
Because they loved one another.
It is never quite clear if it were
Their voices, their love of words,
That brought them together or if
Their bodies might also have been
Attractive to one another.
These circles gravitate around,
As orbits, momentary celebrity,
One rising to prominence and then
Another but the friendships outlast
The eclipses and in the end the words
Hang in the air as they talk with one another.
And many of their words they took to the grave
The gravity of their thinking often tossed off
As the final article of clothing discarded
As one climbs into bed into the intimacy
Of nakedness the arms of one another.

19

Platonic
by Leah Penniman

F-R-I-E-N-D does not
Have enough letters
For you
Who cupped protective hands
Around my candle flame
Revealing Sun
Whose eyes bore the first
Reflection of my face
That I Loved
Adelphopoiesis. Anamchara.
Stupid thesaurus
Not enough synonyms
For us
How we transmuted
Old tears into sutures
For Open Heart surgery
How we pointed out
Invisible chains
Binding waist, neck
Offered keys
20

Great philosophers like
Plato and Bell Hooks
Write about this
Inadequately
Words. You’re fired.
Vacate this office
So we can hear
Our Breathing

21

Q
by Amani O+

This love affair exists in quickened steps and shortened
breaths
Secret
Popping up in Between chit chat and timid glances
Exchanges that linger just seconds longer than lipstick
smudges on coffee cups
Or cocktails,
that coat this winter belly in place of your warm hands
We, should be dancing
We should be making love with our feet and fingers and
frustrations
Fleeting fantasies
Gilded and Grounded in the impatient present
You taste like taboo
And burn like flame
Leaving me lustful and lonesome
Fertile with poem
Fiddling with stanza
Praying to pen the perfect proposal and the pinpoint the
pieces of the puzzle that will pull you home.
With me.
Tonight.
22

MEMO
by Jason Martin

LAST NIGHT AT THE OFFICE
THATS WHERE THIS IS FROM
EMERGENCY MEETING AT THE OFFICE
A WOLF IN PACK OF BETTER WORLDS
IN CUBICLES OF WHITE
A WOLF IN OFFICE CLOTHING
IS SHE AFRAID TO DIE
ALONE
ITS HER LAST NIGHT AT THE OFFICE
RAINING NOW
VENETIAN BLINDS DRAWN
RADIO UNDER ROLODEX PANASONIC SURPRISE
MODEL
WHISPER OLDIES ROUND REJUVENATED
CARNATION
INCARNATE IN BECOMING
CANINE TEETH A-SPARKLING
REPORTS AND BUDGET PROJECTIONS
IS SHE AFRAID TO DIE
ALONE
IN THIS PLATONIC TRIANGLE
THIS NEW FANGLED MAUSOLEUM
PHARAOAH COUNTS
PHARAOAH IS DEAD
HIS HOUND
SHES ALIVE
WATERS WILL ARISE
23

ATLANTIS IS THE FUTURE
ON A 5TH FLOOR IN MANHATTAN
THE WALLS ALL FULL OF WIRES
HER VEINS IN THERE PULSATING
PRECIOUS BLOOD
LET IT STAY IN
NOT OXEGENATIN
HELLO HELLO IS ANYBODY
ELSE HERE ON THE LINE
ATLANTIS IS THE FUTURE
SHE CAN FEEL IT INSIDE
WATCHING THE MYSTERY
HER BODY FROM ABOVE
BLOOD MEETS MUD
HELLO HELLO
NOW YOU THERE BEHOLDER
SEE HOW SHES IN TWO PLACES
AND IS THIS FAMILIAR
INCONSOLABLE AND FLOATING
5 FLOORS UP ABOVE
POWERED BY THE OTHER
LAST TIME SHE COULD REMEMBER
ROME AN UNFOUNDED RUMOR
AND THOSE TWINS SHE RESCUED REJECTING
HER
BEFORE THEY HAD THAT FIRST HIT
BEFORE THAT CONTRACT THEY SIGNED
IN BLOOD ON EPIC RECORDS
THE KIND OF ADVICE
YOU GET FROM A PUBLICIST
WHOSE FUTURING BEHIND
24

WHATEVER THERE WAS FORMING
BEFORE BEGAT BECOMING
BEIGE CARPETS MATCHING HEELS
BEFORE THEY SEALED THE DEAL
AND HER BACK AT THE OFFICE
EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
ON A 5TH FLOOR IN MANHATTAN
TELECONFERENCE OF ONE
BUT NOT ALONE
AND NOT UNDONE
ASSERTING EXISTENCE
VICTORIOUS
IN AN ULTIMATE THROW DOWN
THATS RIGHT SHE SAYS
YEAH YOU HEARD ME
GO TO HELL
YOUR WORDS ARE MINE
IM ALIVE
IM ALIVE

25

Love Mask
by Tess E. Palma-Martinez

The yak man
Devil in a love mask
I See you.
How many love lives do we get?
We are bonded by language
This time I'll do it without you.
My heart goes out to you
My heart belongs to me
I sleep in a bed of wildflowers.

26

Respect
by Iya

Come not as a King
Nor as a slave, subservient to my call
For gods can be conquered, warriors slain,
And many a great King falls
Come not too proud,
Nor as one wallowing in self-pity
Bonds must be forged with strength
And sure to fall is a weakened city
Come to me with one hand held out
The other firmly at your side
That I might welcome the one's warmth
Yet respect the other's pride
Come not as a King
Nor as a slave, subservient to my call
For I must love you and myself the same
Come not as a King, or come not at all

27

I Am
by Eugenio Figueroa Leigh

I am an imprint in Time
A galactic trace
suspended in the Wholeness
A drop of blood
in this multidimensional blanket
that dries and evaporates...
A red dot as the only proof of existence
I am the needle
The wandering star
in your pupil of Universe

28

Slow
by Bell's Roar
Here it goes around again take it slow
No fear know you’re right take it slow
I’m hearing you right take it slow
No reason to hide take it slow
People get hurt sometimes that’s because we’re fighting
Up against a life fearing what we might be
And I knew inside I want you with me
It’s more than a chance with you I see
When I said that night I want you with me
And I knew it right, right when I saw you
It took years to come, but now it’s so sweet
My heart skipped a beat for you I see
And now years have passed I still adore you
Tears have shed with you I’ve grown to
Take all my fears they won’t take root
My heart skipped a beat for you I see

29

This Light is for You
by Gina Mauro
This light is For You
This Love is too
The only meaningful service we can ever really provide
for another human being is the assurance that 		
they are not alone.
I am here to tell you that I love you And that you are		
not alone. Even in your darkest corners of alone
ness shame terror, you are not alone.
Even in your defiant differentness committed misunder
stoodness proud aloneness you are not alone
Here we love Here we tell the truth In the truth we are
never alone nor do we need to protect ourselves
from nor with aloneness.
Love is not black and white. Period. The truth is not in
the details of what happened who said did saw
what
Love is beyond even the spectrum of grays for the truth
which we all most passionately and sufferingly 		
hide is that of our thoughts and feelings If only
she knew what I was really thinking I’d die if he
knew how I truly felt I cannot bare to share that I
feel this Love.
An artist friend told me the longer you stare more col-		
ors Pour Into your eyes. Is that not the simplest
essence of Love.
It has also been said that Worrying the bone of trauma
does us no good No healing.
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What welcome news for a lover of love and freedom I want
to throw out the story so I can be free, and I want
you to as well I want us to live vibrant ful-spectrum
lives We can’t do that if we sequester the 		
truth behind a million tiny doors just to get through
the day still standing. it may feel safe in some 		
ways But it is a faulty skeleton. Days upon 		
days Leaves unbolted shut with fear locked on the
inside with us.
Here, we tell the truth. Here we air our shame, In love there
is no shame. Here we open the curtains and let the
bright light pour into the most obscured nooks and
crannies. Here we live in the full spectrum of hon
esty we feel safe and trust in all the nuanced details
of the rainbow.
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Giving Thanks
by Capers Rumph

they tell me this is "wrong"
because two women don't add up to "right"
now, i don't know much about math,
but i do know a thing or two about your circular reasoning.
"a" is true because "b" is true,
meaning "b" is true because "a" is true -leaving no room for the existence of L, G, B, T, or Q.
& your fear and loathing just keeps chasing it's own tail.
but i'm not here to be labeled by a letter,
forced into a box my curves refuse to conform to.
i'm here to tell you,
to show you as i live and breathe
that people are complex,
and baby, you feel like liberation to me.
you caught me by surprise
& made me eat those words so long resident in my mouth.
"my body will love who my heart, too, loves."
i swallowed hard and found it sweet.
the sweet taste of you,
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the sweet taste of freedom
from every preconceived notion of what it meant to be. be.
because when i look at you
i see all of you -am blind to everything but who you are.
i perceive the powerful light you've spread on the earth,
& like moth to flame, i'm attracted.
what you are is glorious.
what you are is inconsequential.
this is the future
that should be the present.
because lover, i hold you & you fee like liberation itself.
i kiss you, & you taste like evolution.
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Surprise
by Sean Rowe
You were nothing but the fragrance of an old
dream, That was just time playing tricks on my
mind. You've escaped from all the pictures that I remember, You come back as a bottle of wine.
In your letters, I can see your mouth was moving, Your
voice was at the tip of my recall. Then your ghost could
only brush against my t-shirt, And now your body shows
up to take it all.
And your movements, I could match before your maker I
know them deep enough to paint them in the air. Life is
a liquid, and I stretch far past its borders. I have a feeling
you'll be waiting for me there.
And my city shakes its head at my wilderness, And my
heart has built a mind for itself. And I have found a little
shelter inside of a sickness. I'll be waiting for the icicles to
melt.
But I want to borrow the light, Use it on you when the
sun goes down. Let's lead the rusted old folks back in the
city Where they belong.
Where they belong.
And your children, like little wolves that go unnoticed, As
the diamonds play their gimmick against the sand. And I
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have found an ocean in the doorway of your body, I know the
secret, but I haven't got a plan.
And I want to borrow the light, Use it on you, when the sun
goes down. Let's lead these rusted old folks, back in the city
Where they belong.
There was a cloud in my face And now I gotta wash my
eyes. 'Cause I though love was just a strip mall,
Baby, you are a surprise.
You are a surprise.
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Untitled
by Katie Nare

Warm,
reaching.
sweet musk.
swollen soul devotion.
summer garden
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Sideway glances
by Tristen E. Wood

Little sideways glances,
the way the light
always seems to find your face
at just the right angle.
Memories tucked away
to recall when days and nights are lean
there have been so many lifetimes of this dance
and others.
the sheer enormity of what stands
as a possibility,
as a hope,
is much like seeing the sun crest in the desert
or hearing a whale song
at the shore of an ocean,
at dusk.
Smelling the zest of the northern pines
at full noon
in light rain.
Filling
terrifying
Sad in the happiest of ways.
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Your presence always soothes and absence i
have felt
and in your absence
i still feel your presence.
For that
and more
I thank you.
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Love
by Prem Wu Si

- Love Altruism?
- not really
Driving force of lust?
- not complete
Benevolence?
-whom to address
I am you - you are me
so who is the one loving?
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Life in Syntropy
by Brandon Costelloe-Keuhn

life creates conditions
for life
		more life
			other life
like the forest
we build soil
		slowly
			
the berries are bonus
make love?
build what it lives in
		
the medium it grows in
			
the life in which it thrives
seek love?
what you seek seeks you
		
what would you do
			
if it found you?
the universe wants to play
life wants to flow
		
slow it, sink it, spread it
			
a symphony, in syntropy
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Kids
by Judith E. (Pratt) Sawyer

From dawn ‘til dusk they’re in your hair,
You’ve really got problems if you’ve got a pair!
First thing out of bed they hop.
And joyfully leap in with Mom and Pop.
At meals it’s, “I don’t like this and that”,
The reply is “eat or you’ll get a slap”.
Lucky Pop goes off to his job.
While poor Mom stays home with the little mob.
After awhile Mom sends the tykes
Out in the yard to play with their bikes.
When called in to wash for the evening meal,
All of a sudden you hear Mom squeal.
Pop comes home all worn out
And is met at the door with a tear and a pout.
When asked what is wrong the reply is quite clear
The frog in the drawer had filled Mom with fear.
And so the day goes they’re cleaned up and fed,
And then comes the hour to put them to bed.
After tucking them in with a kiss and a squeeze,
Mom settles down for an evening of ease.
The years go by quickly and the rewards are many.
Even when counting each dollar and penny.
No need to worry about the empty nest,
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‘Cause following THAT we are truly blessed.
Then come the Grandchildren 1,2,3………
Oh, how truly blessed are we!!
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Silly Giggles
by Michael Wahl

Kisses
Cuddles
Bare feet in muddy puddles
Hugs
Tickles
Big eyes and silly giggles
Yawns
Snuggles
Books read at bedtime struggles
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Baby boy
by Anne Rappoccio

I imagine your features
Just like his
Your heart beat
Makes mine fill to the brim
The worries for your future
Overwhelm
But I already know
The hardest part
Through the years
Will be letting go.
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Love, having come hard but easy
by M. Sara

Flippant hand, gentle love
watch the lamb knock at his mother’s tit ‑
he does so hard, but easy.
Oh, mother, show us patience.
Oh, mother, teach us patience.
It comes soft and in spurts
from a flippant hand, a gentle love.
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Andromena has Better Acoustics
by Madeleine Grace

Let's jam in outer space
we'll fly up with jet packs and bring oxygen
just in case.
No need for atmosphere
to hold the strings to the bridges
of our souls,
just specialized instruments
to get a sound so bold.
Like stratocasters designed with
wings, hollowed out strings
and other things
bold like tiny tunnels
turning upwards and downwards
and all around-wards, bold
But-To pin point our spot
on an infinitely expanding map
will prove to be
difficult.
we'll need to be intelligent and clever
keep in mind the corrosion will occur
over time.
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Travel too close to the sun and we'll melt like wax
with a burning wick.
Too far and we'll freeze with unique crystallization,
but without the frost.
So, compromise.
Because in outer space
sound will collide with asteroids
and galaxies to
create counter-melodies
the mind could never
encounter otherwise.
Our melodies become memories, our harmonies become
bumblebees
pollinating planets outside of our reach
because in outer space
perspective becomes all there is.
Time slows down
and lets us

BREATHE.
Lets us think.

Lets us feel the vibrations
so close to our skin
it resonates so tastefully within our bones
we become the music—
So much it feels as though we were born with the music
already inside of us.
So let’s jam in outer space,
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we’ll fly up with jetpacks and bring oxygen,
just in case.
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Glass Houses
by Jenny Watkins

The room is bare and she likes it so,
empty but for a small table, light from a tin of candles.
Also a tangible gloom
(her state of mind)
a piercing frequency of ache in the air
(and of heart).
The walls are shadowed and pulsing
with rhythms of the flames
and no one is here to watch her break.
She chants, primal tones that swell up and from
her body as if being sucked out by
the vacuum of his absence,
a stark void abhorred by nature, by her nature
which has never been so shamed with stubborn, awful
desire,
this inability to wrench him from mind and heart.
In the top floor of a two story house
she could just as well be in the clouds
for how far she is from solid ground,
and outside in the yard is a tussle as
Thought You Knew Better, and Sweet Memories
vie to catch her attention from the lawn below.
She’s keening now, hoping to drown out
the pebbles of grief, being thrown
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tinkling, at her window,
and her eyes close to heartily pray
they’ll find nothing so big as stones to cast.
Around midnight, the words come.
She lets them slip jagged from dry lips.
“But I love him!”
The plaintive cry of women since forever
And the woman she had never wanted to be.
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Live
by Isha van der Burg

As long as I can't live without you
I can't live with you.
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Forgiveness
by Beth Ann

Poring over old pages
so many lines are the same
how many times am I gonna need
to learn this lesson
again again again
learn this lesson
again again again
And isn’t that what I’m always
holding against you
the repeat - the patterns - the
holding you back
holding you down
keeping you from learning this lesson
again again again
keeping you from learning this lesson
again again again
Pages of I’m angry and scared
Pages of mad and sad at you
Pages of mad and sad at me
Pages of tangled unraveling pain
our pain your pain their pain
This page says I miss you
and our trips to the mountains
where work couldn’t touch you
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where you were free
and could think
and you didn’t need to drink
This page says I’m angry and
I don’t understand
why nothing I do makes me feel
like enough for you
that I want to be that
little girl on your shoulders
flung as high as a tree limb
away from wild turkey
racing across our path
This page says I’m tired
that I don’t want to fight any more
that I miss you and love you
whatever the cost
This page is a mirror and I see
so much of you in me
and I’m frightened and honored
This page I’m still breathing
‘cause I’m learning this lesson
Learning to love you
Learning to love myself
Learning this lesson
again again again
I’m learning this lesson again
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I forgive you
I love you
I’m sorry
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Lovesick Part 1-Weathering the Storm
by Cyndal B. Waters

For me love has always been intoxicating
Quickly turned nauseating
Technicolor and Stinging
A five o’clock shadow rubbing me raw
Pleasure to pain, one in the same.
And I love you so much it hurts
But I never knew another way.
My romances always peppered with burns,
I swing so high my stomach reaches my throat
craving the thrill,
A crescendo in the score
Until I careen to the ground
Crushed, bloody and torn.
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Gaping Maw
by Corey Aldrich

the gaping maw
of her abysmal soul
holds untold riches
for those who know,
how to find such things
amidst the rubble of shattered dreams
and broken hopes
crushed by hands that know not
the value held within them...
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Stillness
by David Aloka

Disconnected
I let go
I accepted, admired
where, when, and why
facing fear of loss
I grew
you turned
to truth
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Letter to my unborn child
by Mark Belkin

sorry Ive been such a coward but its scary
its really frightening its really something else
you see it everywhere but you just never think
or imagine or think or imagine that its you
that could be a father someday that could be a dad
im still a coward because ive wanted to meet you
for like 10 years now and ill probably be dead in 10 years
but maybe i wont be dead in 10 years but all i see is death
in every face and everything i love i just see death
because im just not over it yet and ill never be over it
and i think about it all the time
but in 10 years
i hope that i see you strong and beautiful and wise
and all the best qualities of me and your mom
but im still a fucking coward because when the idea comes
up i get excited and scared
the funny thing about all of this is that its all about me
and what i want, and thats why im mostly a coward because
its been about me but it should be about you
and thats how a coward doesnt die
prologue
i still dont want to live here, sorry
PPS
i love you even though youre not born yet
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Thoughts on Loveth, #5
by Nick Shattell

I guess I can say that I love my mother
‘since she has been around the longest
and done no harm to me with intent
environmental consequences
that only effect me here and now
as I struggle with how much of my mother
I am, and I am in love with.
I guess I can say that I love my father
since he had the foresight to plant my seed
and serve the service stapled to my back
from the moment I was made
and allowed to breath the clean facility air
what kind of epiphanies were you waiting for
in what way have I reciprocated fulfillment.
I guess I can say that I love my siblings
since so many of them have been innocent
and infantile at my conception into their faculties
I never bothered growing up
to learn the way the grown ups judge
the way I look tired is just the way I rest
forgive me for coming home to reflect
but this is where I found God
this is where you taught me this love.
Christ brought the sword
and tore the son from the mother
with his unfathomable father
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and the destiny that lies in the limitations of linguistics
threaded with the stories that can be counted on
to be accounted for when the night grows dim.
The family huddle grows up behind fences
and the stasis of still waters
in the wake of running rivers
situating heritage in the banks to blossom
eventually growing eyes to notice subtle difference
casting the same shadows of sin upon each and every soul.
Ancient rulebooks lose their edge
with each misinterpreted resistance
to facing the figurative questions that expand
from each simple idea and general compass.
Skip the passages I suggest you skip
or else you will be filled with the rape
and pillaging of our ancestors
smelling the blood soaked in the pages
the color of men we won’t mention
as the perimeter implodes with indignation.
Who is to say what death will make of all this
and if passing is so soft and swift
what will sing but my memory
the very thing that I can’t seem to find peace from
when I lay awake bored with life
and questioning the purpose
of associating emotional to people
place and things and the purgatory of occupation
routine and repetition order and cult and culture
and commerce and corporation after corporation
rebelling against governments and orders
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always ending up at the same crossroads
trying to contemplate individual worth
in a social hierarchy as old as our ruins
and the things we now keep behind glass
where my mother and father can go visit
with the energy of their forgotten youth
and the perspective of their relativity
on the grand scheme of the American dream.
No one will hold it against them
but no one will hold it for them either
when push comes to shove
and the fabric of their grandfathers
are left in the ashes of their sons socialism.
I can’t scream loud enough
or speak slow enough
or ever get through the lack of understanding
as it exists in a dimension I cannot sense
or see or poke at with curiosity.
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Reawakening Ecstasy
by Taina Asili
Digits strum
heart strings
Genius hands
never met someone
who could handle the bite
and beauty of me
simultaneously
honor truth
gripping it in your teeth
enter it into my dark
I catch it somewhere
inside this wounded body
fluttering wild butterfly
kiss my inner universe
kicking up the dust
of forgotten places
juices flow
blood runs hot
stirring up fear
loosening the knot
letting go of expectation
self-judgment flying out
the center of my strained palms
catching the wind
I tilt my head back
In ecstasy
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Alignment
by Kristin Marie Diotte

When you make space in my center
it transcends dimensions
and practical weight
When you tell me straight
I know how to reciprocate,
Opening my soul for
seamless rhythms to run wild
Spatial erotics forming storms
I could erupt on my own terms,
Send the slightest idea of us flying
But I sense forces, supreme
And release my power,
My ultimate offering
Fire to the wise.
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Knowing you
by Olivia Quillio : 2013
Knowing you now
I can tell
I needed remindingfingers draw more romantically
on another palm
than on fret and string
beauty is a marriage of trust and vision
a moment’s notice is all you need
to let someone look you in the face
only works when you’re not looking
to have control or hold your ground
Holding still isn’t the same as holding on
When holding someone
we are still children in our most developed form
when our blocks are more than miles
when your 5am is my 6am
know that you have left me
unlockedmy heart swells wide // my eyes are open
“broken” was the inevitable catalyst
to becoming godless- reborn
knowing you
I know myself again
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Me
by Hana van der Kolk
I used to be so sad about
What I am not
What I am not
What is not
What is gone, finished, never was
Is not
Not
No
Nothing
Then I grieved
What I am not
What is not
What ends and never was
I grieved and grieved
And grieved and grieved
Until grieving became constant
Grieving became love
And then I loved and loved
I love
No changing
Nothing
Not doing nothing
Being nothing
Doing something
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(Im)possibility
by Brandon Costelloe-Keuhn
to say in words
what cannot be
said in words
in a word: love
two letters straight
two with curves
the word it runneth over
oversaturated
always almost
becoming crystal clear
always a grain away
from precipitating out
shards of angles
falling like rain
impossible rain
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You
by Hana van der Kolk
One of you alters me into ether
One of you puts my fingers in the dirt
One of you is a boy, moping
One of you puzzles through the world over breakfast
One of you surrenders, then weeps in my arms
One of you dances so close
Hips knowing where I am and going
One of you alters me into ether
You are not my first love
But you are the one who lies here
On a lichen-covered boulder in the lake
On my 38th birthday
We offer our bare crotches
To the solstice sun
And pretend we are dead
We talk about the decomposing
And the birds that will eat us
It isn’t a performance or anything
It is a way of getting really still
And when we are, it comes hard
Love
There’s a way I see you meet
That sinking, sickening
Feeling of failure
With a heart as wet and sweet
As an enormous watermelon
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And your perfect-smelling arms
Wrap around me
Not with desperation
But with immense compassion
For us both
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An immediate Place
by Tristen E. Wood
An immediate place.
existence and desire
with no space between.
moments of joy
repeated as often as Can be
savored later
in the inevitable moments apart.
moths dancing around a flame,
together,
sharing the glowing warmth
of passion's immolation.
Juxtaposition,
question and answer as one,
such thrilling comfort of a familiar,
new, thing.
Sharpening of the moment
a filling of atmosphere,
and the crackling electricity
of curiosity.
tangling and intertwining
all involved aspects,
inverting or unfolding
in a combined story.
A constant state of becoming
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Love is Hard to Find When You Are Fucked Up
by Cyndal B. Waters
Days pass me by and pile high
forming mountains I wish I could climb
just to be surrounded by beautiful silence.
The city pushes in on me like a blood pressure cuff
suffocating my being
Squeezing
Sucks air from my lungs
I feel the buzzing energy of everyone
and it’s all I can do to plant my feet and take up space.
And I wonder if I’m just trying to heal myself
in helping everyone else.
If I have devoted my life to this
to comfort that crying child within.
I wonder if that stirring in my gut, like a cat pacing
relentlessly,
that haunts me daily and gnaws at my soul,
will ever cease.
If I will ever find peace.
If I will ever love me.
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Pastured Sunshine
by Hannah Mitchell
My love, how quickly it burns
Untethered, wailing frantically aloud
How quickly it penetrates
Burning pastures will squelch any question of power
As the wind blows free, feeding that flight
Ripping the roots out of the life forces light
…….I see you, love……
Still stirring and dwelling within
Waiting in wonder
Listening while lasting in the lost
Freedom is lying down now
To the unknown it goes
Trusting tangled and torn.
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Don’t Ask. Don’t Tell. (2001)
by Jason D. Wilkie
We are talking
And as happens now
More and more often
Mortality creeps unbidden
Through the cracks and pauses
Turning our words towards death.
I notice
Not for the first time
How very fragile she begins to look now
My strong grandmother
Who tried to protect her grandson from the world
In so many ways
But most importantly with love
She seems to shrink and fade before my eyes.
Some of it is how tall I have become
And some of it is the weight she has lost
At doctor’s orders
And the simple ravages of illness and age.
Each passing day and each sickness
Seems to take a little more of her away
I remember her twenty years ago.
Hair dyed platinum blonde
Still working
Putting on her business suit dresses
Applying makeup
Now her hair is silver.
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Death is somehow the subtext
Behind more and more sentences than ever before.
She is talking about “what some of us believe.”
About judgement and the Kingdom of heaven.
She has always gone to church on Sundays
And never proselytized.
She is saying someday she hopes
For a reunion at the end of time
And to know that I am well.
And what do I believe?
She does not ask.
It is an old well known belief
(Shared also by her daughter, my mother)
That our conscious intellect
Is like a stick of incense burning in the darkness
Racing towards its smoldering end
And our extinction
“All our life is rounded by a sleep.”
The microbes will do their work.
We will be compost for the worms
Returned to the Earth.
“Ashes to ashes. Dust to Dust.”
And what do I believe?
She knows better than to ask.
And I know better than to tell.
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Love and Language
by Sherry L. Byrnes
My grandmother was adamant
that language be
precise.
And, elegant.
“Cool” was neither useful, nor acceptable.
Equally, “love” was ambiguous,
inadequate, even; lacking
depth and specificity.
Now, in the second half of my life
I so deeply hunger for such conversation,
wishing she could hear
the ways I have learned to call love
affection for children,
melancholy for a partner who is not,
awe for the breathtaking glitter of night’s sky,
mystery in every bloom and waking sunrise.
Driving to exhaustion for cause,
Just work can and does both empty and fill
an introvert core
with prizes, surprises, and occasionally
a hollow vast space that demands
countenance, silence, presence.
Some days I simply cannot contain
the being, the doing, the seeing.
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Then in crystal clarity grandmother’s voice reprises:
name it, seek the language
of your love—
and I return, like Mary Magdalene to the well,
the well of the One Love.
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Black Lives Matter
by Christopher Caulfield
Black lives matter
a father spoke to his son
of his friend Tamir Rice
Who played with a toy gun
Gunned down near his home
Suspected
of the real deal
The officer arriving quickly by car
Pulling quickly the deadly trigger
		
suspicion providing the requisite legal
			
cause for his sudden execution
		
law and good morality being distinct
In the land of the free and the brave
Where police kill with breakneck speed
In some neighborhoods
I cannot know with my white skin
The ever present dangers of living colored
		
I used to play with realistic looking bb guns
		
A boy running amok, never fearing
		
For it was not common practice in my
			neighborhood
		
For police to kill
Martin Luther King Jr.
Said injustice anywhere
Is a threat to justice everywhere - he was killed
Peace loving is dangerous work
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Love your neighbor as yourself
Jesus said that - he was killed
Peace loving is dangerous work
Together let us take up the dangerous struggle
For a brighter future for our children
For power concedes nothing without demand
In solemn memory
Of our brothers and sisters killed
Eric Garner
Sandra Bland
Michael Brown
Freddie Gray
Tarika Wilson
How many must die by suspicion?
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Ropa ĺntima
by Marissa Peck
The only time I am complimented on my clothing
is when I am dressed in my mother’s.
Twenty, thirty, forty years old,
the softened threads are weathered and worn.
I grew out of her shoes in 6th grade.
I now wear her leftover dresses,
patterned silk blouses,
thick scratchy knits,
and delicate jewelry.
I wear her hand-me-downs
to give them life again
to inspire and motivate
to remind me of the cycles and circles
and spinning we all experience.
These garments hold power,
feel borrowed,
and imbue confidence.
They are proof that I am loved
because I have been given things to wear.
I was important enough to someone (my mother)
that she bestowed her possessions to me.
Maybe if her clothes remain, so will she.
Maybe if I walk in her shoes, I too will stay.
Maybe I just like what I found in her closet
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Maria, Sorella
by Kristin Marie Diotte
Got this feeling
that we share
to infinity
You broke
I broke.
We create solidity
Extending boundaries
to exchange the forbidden
Beyond our being
as we communicate
without speaking
Across lifetimes
of bold alliance.
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Then and Now
by Sheree Cammer
I would find heaven when
my head rested on
your offered arm, nestled close
to your beating heart,
settling
as Spirit expanded into the emptied spaces
and I tumbled into the soaring stillness with you.
Greater love grew then
spiraled with the infinite.
Later, in Intensive Care as you
peacefully breathed your last,
I euphoric clearly saw above us a doorway
opening into golden light,
a silhouetted figure darting back and forth there.
I felt boundless bliss and joy and love pouring out.
Now I tend summer evening peas
in the garden you left us,
the skies overcast, the air blessed cool.
I raise my gaze to a break in the clouds.
Bright sun glisten christens
the tips of the towers of clouds,
vast blue above them.
Enough
to awe-filled pause at this portal.
Greater love grows now
spiraling into the infinite.
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The Amphitheatre of Gypsy Garden
by Lecco Morris
The moon ripples
from his skyward clarinet —
in and out like the tides.
The girl who speaks
to growing things dances —
the music's tan-skinned reflex,
intermediary to knowing heavens.
I cannot see her feet move,
her hips, or her shoulders.
She may yet convince me she is
standing straight, unmoving, and this
dance is the Earth's
(a great fan of klezmer) —
trying out its subtler axes.
She may as easily persuade me
this is love.
I cannot interrupt to insert myself.
I disappear in adoration.
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Part-taking
by Nurya Chana
You illusions, you lessons,
I swim in you, broken, faithful
When shapes in the sky
Could spell out our true nature
And properties of plants
Could name us,
Our trillions of names,
Our cellular,
Diligent intercorporeal broadcasting
On preparedness and capacity
For part-taking
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See Her in My Dances
by Stephanie Hertel
In words… Love is hard
to say.
And yet… I hear her in the
Pauses.
Carried on the wind
Swept away.
I can taste her in the moments
when life and death
are one.
Though I can’t describe
loves flavor
For she’ll land differently
on your tongue.
Always dancing upon me
to an unexpected tune.
Will she visit today in failure
in Laughter
Through ancestors’ stories,
still carried in my womb.
Will she curl my toes?
dance through
my tender bones.
or will I fall
with my tears?
broken open from
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that which I’ve been shown.
In words… Love is hard
to express.
Though you may see her
in my dances.
taste her…
in my gardens.
Feel her in my caress.
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A Monday Date
by Anonymous
"It's short for 'satchel mouth',
because when he sings
it sounds like his mouth
is a satchel full of marbles,"
I tell you
remembering only vaguely
from a Studs Terkel book I read
years ago.
The place is nearly empty
so early in the week.
And as we sit talking
in that not-so-hidden bar
where the liquor is strong
and admission is uncertain
it is like we
are the precious secret
about which everyone must speak softly
and that nobody calls by name.
"Do you want to dance?"
Sure I do.
And somehow now
no one can see us
as our feet grace carpet
cement floor
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and threshold molding
while that marbled rich gravel voice
leads us through each step.
And first I follow
then you follow
and then
we lose ourselves.
"A gente tem pele."
We have skin.
It doesn't really translate
but I know just what you mean
as we hold and touch and dissolve ourselves together
trying
without trying
to erase the space
between our hands and cheeks
and lips and chests.
And as we dance
the rest fades into a blurred slideshow
of everything else
that is happening around us.
And the whole night passes by
just like that
until
we fall asleep.
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And now it's Monday again.
And when I really think about it
I can't make it
make sense
when I really think about it.
But then
there are the other moments
when the thought of it just dances leisurely
across my mind and behind my eyes
and it makes my face smile
and my heart surge
and my breath stop
and my mind
lose
all words.
And why think too hard about something when
if left undisturbed
it settles so peacefully
and contentedly
inside you.
And why think too hard about something when
by just allowing it to be
you can be anywhere
and it feels
somehow
like you are home.
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Small ways
by Alexandra Prince
there are small ways
that i can move
that i can sink
and when i blink
and when you stare
i am the wires
running along your sides
i am the second
sip of water
the hope of
our felted seam
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Scythical Star
by Shannon Oksman
There was a time when one could see the sunrise reflect in
your eyes
as you woke with the dawn each morning
5 am beauty encompassed you as you stretched out the length of
the day in your shoulders;
bare and breathless.
Succinct in heated moments where words did no good,
and candy-coated dreams could not stave off the feeling.
There was a time when one could see moonlight reflect in your 		
soul
as you wept with the night each evening.
12 am madness enveloped you as you wore out the din of the
dusk in your muscles;
sharp and taut.
Hastened in icy glances where motions did no wrong,
and restless shuffling could not quell your fear.
There was a time when one could see vertigo reflect in your 		
heart,
as you paced with the daily grind each post meridian.
1 pm sweetness compressed you as you swept out the song of 		
the afternoon in your fingers;
tough and thick.
Pressed intently where reason did no nothing,
and inbred thinking could not prevent the inevitable.
There was a time when one could see you reflected in
your eyes: beauty
your soul: madness
your heart: sweetness
There was a time when one could see you beyond the star
horizon.
There was a time when one thought you could see it too.
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Carefully Here
by Marissa Peck
Here we are –
in love,
again.
Different this time, yet familiar.
But, who is counting?
We both are.
Do we give in and let go?
Will this run its course, like it has before?
How much of this is you and me?
How much is you? And me?
Is it anything at all?
All the questions and calculations are
different this time, yet familiar.
Seasoned lovers, we’ll see it through Of that, I am sure.
Our hearts broken before, now longer a fear rather, an expected outcome.
I am excited.
Intentionally careless.
Carefully here.
You have come at just the right time!
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Unable to express
by Avery Stempel
If I could dance on top of a cloud with the song of ten
hurricanes on my lips
If I could sing with the power of one hundred full moons
on my tongue
If I could explode with the vehemence of a thousand
volcanoes in my veins
I would still not come close to expressing how I feel when
I’m with you.
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8/25
by Elizabeth Oakley
There are moments when
The train falls silent-As an ash
Dropping to the ground.
As a blade of grass-Stretching up
With all of her might.
As my lips-When you push them
Against yours.
Your hand finds my heart.
Wandering over my collarbone
To come home.
There was a moment when
I watched a flock of birds
Scrape higher than the skyscrapers.
First in shadow
Then reflecting
The sunlight
All in white
Like a fistful of jewels.
(I never even heard the traffic move)
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At this moment,
I feel the way New England does
As it grows-All tall and lush.
With clamoring leaves
Tearing desperately at the clothes
Of the trees.
Pulling them down in a
Heavy romance.
Did it always grow like this?
I never gave it a second glance.
The way the ferns dance
With a retreating sun
All fading
Into the lavender
Light.
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We
by Fuzzy Gray Lines
Your bad habits complement mine perfectly.
Let's never improve, okay?
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Meghan Mason, Insides
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Danatoons’ Dana Owens, Woman at the Saloon
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Kat Brockschmidt, Oil Bomb Trains Guerrilla Burn
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Kayla Coons, Held
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Christopher Caulfield, Rocky Mountain Sunset
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(syhz)Mic DeBellis, Telefision Love
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I miss pretending with you
by Jenny
I miss pretending we knew,
exactly what to do.
Pretending comes natural
when you're not from here.
But I think I first learned it
when I was a teen.
At the same time you
were probably perfecting it too.
You always liked to abuse me
making me feel gullible, guilty.
Joking and jabbing,
you let me know I was loved.
We shared many things;
even had an intimacy.
But I had wanted a proper lover
not an orphan brother.
Two outsiders, orphans self-proclaimed.
It seemed like the thing to do
To end up together, we two.
But I thought you rude,
and misjudged you.
I blamed you,
but deep down I knew
I'd be the one to fuck it up one day
Having drunk my wits away.
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As soon as I had chosen falsely
I felt its proximity,
the impact of a moment,
not yet come,
exploding into nothing.
Sometimes I regret
acting out of fear;
Not knowing what to do.
Wishing feebly
That I could rewrite our history.
I spend too much time wondering
what might have been.
The things I worried about then
Still rattle round my head of tin.
But it's already been done.
I've no more places to run.
So I'll chalk it up to a life's lesson learned.
And carry it around with me in an urn.
And never speak of it to you again.
Amen.
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The Wave
by Kathryn Fantauzzi
A deeply resonating
Undulating vibration
Reverberating through my core
Its bounds are limitless
But for the confines of my ribs
That so delicately define the lines
Between you and me
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Petting
by Kenneth Smith
Its something for everyday
limp hands flop down
soon a nudge
holding that perfect face
like an Alien Facehugger
Soon a developing into caresses
going always in the same direction
with a special tickle to the ears
and under the chin
somewhere there is a miniature
vibration motor
Eyes slowly open and shut
repeat
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Sincerity
by Patrick Harris Jr.
Heavenly hearts
sing silently
as time
proves itself
wanting.
But their rhythm...
It moves
through the spectrum,
closer towards
eternity.
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Almost
by Nurya Chana
At the witching hour
I hear you
Despite my cobwebs, my stiffness, sop
I can pull together
And clear away
Just enough
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The woman I love
by Christian Neder
If the woman I love
Won't be here tonight
I've been watching the stars every night
In circles, in circles through my mind
Always trying to reach you
Always dreaming I'll be with you
How many years will have to pass
How many years will we have left
And If I asked you to marry me
If I asked you to come with me
Let's have children of our own
Let's be brave and sail along
If the woman I love
Won't be here tonight
I've been watching the stars every night
In circles, in circles through my mind
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You and I
by Robinson Yost
We wrestled endlessly through the night
A sweaty tangle of limbs and panting breath
Our chests heaving in unison
Clawing and biting and gasping in astonishment at the
powers we had summoned
Afterward we lay in sweet, sticky embrace
Pale bodies glistening in the dim light of the lamp in the
corner of your room
Naked to each other and ourselves
It wasn't love, but it was fun.
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On Rewind
by Nevada Clair Stonbely
You dont know the meaning of True Love
I just know the feeling I get when im with You
So Blue So Blue for You
So New So new for You
But then you go Away thats what they say
You dont need to know
I know you know
Thats all there is
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Untitled
by Mark Russo
It is so simple,
Yet easy to forget,
That in times of Strife,
When matters of Heart beset,
When Mind, Body and Soul threaten to Rend,
Under greatest Duress,
That the path to Salvation
Is paved with Tenderness.
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14 Boxes
by Kat Brockschmidt
I packed up all your things,
14 boxes stacked in my room.
I had to redecorate, it felt so still.
You'll come for them in the middle of the day when I'm at
work,
Because it's easier for you.
I still haven't asked for your key back, that's why I was
nervous when you came for your rifle.
Too much over stimulation in the media.
I got a new roommate, we hung maps, and she insisted I
hang some aliens in the kitchen.
This was supposed to be our home,
With the grill and garden in the back that you always
promised to help with, then blew me off
Again and Again
The couch is where I would look for you in the morning,
Again and Again
because I never knew where you were.
You got so mad when I would ask how much you took, or
who you were with.
Why your car was still in front of the bar down the street,
and why you never came home.
I couldn't take it
You said it was my fault
I should have tried harder to get you to meetings,
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Chase you down at bars and physically drag you to get help.
Why do you want me to be that person?
Would you have listened more if I had tried to be?
Now there're 14 boxes stacked in my room,
They held us,
now you.
One day I'll come home from work, and they'll be gone.
I'll find something better for that corner.
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Today is a goodness
by Jenny
I am sending you this thought:
We are together
In the act
Of growing closer
Pulsing, warm, and sweaty
Slippery soft
Terrible soft
I nibble on your full lips
And pull your face towards me
Enveloping heat
Closer
Closer
Closest
First I go
Then you
Consecutive explosions
The sweet smells
Of the first time we touched
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Teaching
by Eugenio Figueroa Leigh
Love with no respect
careless
with no quilt or doubt
Love with violence,
furiously,
attacking,
imposing.
Love with the hands
with the heart
with the thought
Love with hate
with pain
with fear
with no fear
Love.
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Defining LoVe
by Ramon K. Lee
No one correctly and wholeheartedly describes love.
It’s fully loaded with the ability to break barriers.
Shifting circles of bitter hatred into continuums of
resurrection.
Unconditional adornment lie at its roots.
They say love is blind.
Weaponized emotions destroying malignant energy with a
sparkle and a smile.
Blindness is only love when love’s beauty breaks sight.
Divine prophecy etched onto the crevices of every chest
cavity.
Whispering wonderful words of hopeful manifestations.
Full of uncontrollable passion that places it in the trophy
case of heaven.
The purest of all things and the strongest of all emotions.
Love is bold!
Love is grand.
The victor on all stages, turner of all pages
Love is anger wrapped in a band of hugs and kisses.
Love is sadness touched with a warm light.
Soothing like the smell of fresh baked cookies on a
summer afternoon.
The formation of a bond, a magnetic compilation of
untainted perfected imperfection.
Love is desire.
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An electromagnetic shift in the forces of nature.
To align with the birth of winds that breathe life into souls.
Drawing together distant stars and planets.
Shifting through our veins and filling our hearts with
everything we desire.
Knowing all that we need, animating all our dreams into
others’ necessities.
Love is omnipresent.
Love is omniscient
Love is faithful.
Wrapping around you tightly snuggling everything together.
She will never leave you alone.
Kissing you on the cheek.
Love is you, me, us.
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Points to Fields
by Daniel Lander
what if love
for one
were really love
for many?
flooding paths
coalescing with chance
opening new folds
and new creases.
from a point
expanding in circles
to spheres
and fields;
N deep.
without, origins.
but how?
outside grasp;
free to sundry.
diffused?
what if
I were not centered?
displaced rather, poised;
before transitions.
From points to fields.
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Love is
by Tito De la Rosa
Love is
Love is saying I'm taking you away from your mother on
Christmas
Love is letting your father fall on financial hardship
Love is attempting to kill a stepson
Love is telling your best friend you've been sleeping with
the one they love
Love is burying your girlfriend's dog that just died
Love is burning old photos
Love is telling a friend you don't love them the way they
wish you did
Love is caring for your grandfather on his death bed
Love is waiting in a long line for the front seat of a roller
coaster with your brother
Love is bringing your partner to the ER when they bang
their head on a saw
Love is getting drunk with your cousin and listening as he
contemplates who his "real" father is
Love is getting drunk with your uncle, walking him home,
and putting him to bed so he doesn't attack your
aunt
Love is pain
Love can be sweet
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Tired
by Epiphany Corey
I emptied myself
And gave you everything I had
I tried to fill you with my love
But it wasn't enough for you
You wanted more
And it is time for me to rest
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Change of Heart
by Dan Booke
Her instrument
submerges gingerly,
eviscerating my brain
coolly.
Wires fray,
viscous fluids
drip along my spine.
Organic nano drips drop,
Fueling heartbeats with
nebulous bubbles,
coaxing Adam's atoms'
transposition.
If you're lucky,
the witches brew
The Witches' Brew.
If you're lucky,
you drink.
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(Co)-Dependents
by Lo Mcree
When everyone is dead or gone
We will remain
When everyone forgets
You and I still feel the pain
Moons will shine
But we won't say good-bye
'Cause you and I
Are locked in this refrain
No one understands
Like I do
We'll sift through all the memories
And pull through
I have faith and I believe
This darkness can't achieve
The power that it wants to
Under madness that is worn
You care and are adored
Our connection is abhorred
But I still love you
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What it's like when we love
by M. Sara
When we love, we are the wind
coaxing a bird from its perch,
coaxing a sailor across the great Pacific,
chaotic but specific in its direction.
Our hearts are bouncing off one another
like ping pong balls or
like croquet balls
in a game without rules
in motion without end.
Yes, we are air over the ocean.
Kinetically realistic, at best.
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Untitled
by Sam Davies
There only love
Within ourselves
Love I know not
Within your mind
Love the rythm
within nature
Only love knows
Within our souls
If only fear
Within my love
The only fear I know.
Love
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And one day love
by Rita Hamm
And one day love was just a word.
It was mostly fluff, it was overheard.
It was often used lightly like hello, or goodbye.
We were saying it nightly for no good reason why.
A word is mediocre when compared to it's meaning, what
good is a fireplace, if you don't have it steaming.
Love is more than affection, it is more than to care.
It is the light of the stars, so approach if you dare.
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Tea
by Jillian Naveh
Taking care of me,
He makes the tea with extra sugar and knowledge.
He vicariously lives his mistaken childhood
Through mine.
The warmth I get as I sip,
Burns the roof of my mouth.
I realize I take advantage sometimes.
The steam fogs up my glasses
And the aroma stimulates my mind.
Each taste I take gets closer and closer to the end,
To the extra sugar at the bottom.
But I never finish a whole cup
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The Rain, The Rain
by Sheree Cammer
Carved in my brain, a driving refrain:
“What’s your vision?” you’re sayin’.
I’m the one still alive,
So I hold what became
our vision.
The rain the rain
hitting loud on sheet metal.
My inner ear stretches to catch it:
what’s the rain sayin’?
In early-March I’m entranced
in the greenhouse you built.
A big drop grows
till just one more
drop makes it let go.
Straight streak down.
Time now to manifest
what Spirit is carving.
Others gather.
We’re buoyed,
growing food here, rippling beyond
with you, elder gone on before.
We may inevitably
coalesce till
energies bunch and
we like water flow.
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All is love
by Rita Hamm
Love is all. Yet nothing at all.
In everything, place, and thought.
Even decay, malice, rotLove exists.
It is the force that created creation, destruction, and fear.
In fear we learn to overcome, and we learn the power of
love if we're lucky.
Lessons, lessons.
I cherish life's lessons.
There's so much to learn if we look at it right.
Tension and stresses, they are some of life's lessons.
They teach us of love if we keep searching for the light.
And where else to find it besides in your heart?
Where else to look than within?
Love is an art.
And it comes from the heart.
And it has the power to heal all wounds.
The greatest gift we can give ourselves is a warm heart
and a soft gaze.
I live in the light.
I live in love.
to love.
to be love.
I live because I let love win.
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Sabrina
by Ethan Kindred
I can never forget how
Sabrina loved to smoke.
In our room, half out the window,
on the stoop, in bed
sitting up or lying
on her belly, behind
a camera on a tripod
(I have the polaroid).
In a green gingham dress,
blue brocade, black jeans and turtleneck,
naked, yes,
and distracted, yes, and angry, I think
at least some of the time.
Pensive, often. Her lungs
doing quick work her lips stretching
quiet strands over the hayfields
snow-covered and uncovered.
Legs tucked, knees scraped,
a mischievous grin
curling one side of her mouth and
preparing to kick me hard.
Eyes tilting away from her Lucky Strike.
Camel light. Gauloise. Secretly
behind dumpsters. Loudly in large groups.
Drunk. At the typewriter
while cutting her hair -- a trick.
In the mirror cutting mine.
Riding a bike and driving too.
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God, we
smoked a lot.
So when Jeff
got out his super-8 camera the
only natural thing was to film her,
you,
Sabrina
inhaling and looking like
you’re taking on
a lot of sadness, and clamping
your lips to mine and turning away
and then I took it on
and breathed out your thick smoke,
A move we had just seen
in a truffaut movie.
We were eighteen and
though we didn't know it
this was the epitome
of cool.
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Cigarettes
by Epiphany Corey
Our love is like the cigarettes you smoke
You only need me
When you're drunk at a party
And you step outside away from the noise
When life is too stressful
For you to handle on your own
When you're alone on your balcony
And no one is answering your calls
At first our love was ignited like a flame
You breathed me into your lungs
And wow what a head rush
But now im just the stale smell on your clothes
And that bitter taste in your mouth
We both know that this isn't healthy
But our love is like the cigarettes you smoke
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We Were Violence
by Hyacinth Miles
Like a wolf lured to the alter for prayer,
He had his violence with me
And I shared with him parts of myself that
, In truth,
Were never mine to give
Somewhere: A light dimmed in already dark places
And we were violence,
He and I
Born of a strike to hot iron
We were the strong drug that masks the hard hurt
We were eyelids grown heavy and limbs gone limp
We were the silt that nourishes, never acknowledged
We were,
Like wolves lured to the alter for prayer,
Holy and ravenous, a trinity with desire
I had my violence with him many times
I bound him to me with guns and tarnished rosaries
I bit the lip of love and---Together--We cursed the Virgin
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Lovesick Part 2-Fuck You
by Cyndal B. Waters
Your love hit me like a drug
and I swallowed it up.
Eager for more.
Strung out and Desperate
We danced in the trees,
in the dew of the dawn.
We chased one another into territory unknown.
I left my island and without a paddle got into your raft,
thinking I was brave trusting in love.
The truth is I barely knew you or myself, in fact.
And I see now
I was just the ladder you climbed from your past.
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Andrew
by Alison Rutkowski
I am surprised you just up and left
without a look in my eye- well, besides that sideways one
the one where your eye lids fluttered half down to totally
shut
while words slurred out of your mouth
your body trying to catch up or rest
the words tumbling out in off putting phrases
then just snoring away spread eagle full clothed in all the
sheets
and somehow retaining all that is yours but taking my
share tooof dignity that is
or was that the next day after you rushed out and I called
you needed a hitch more than a...
and over the next couple phone calls you surely gave the
low downon everything ugly and terrible I am
on the awful,l the boring, the pathetic and sexually tame,
I was stunned left in a lingering circle of word sewage
while you bounded gallantly into your freedom
dreaming of pussy parades as a glorious man reaching all
his might!
all of everything in your life the full potential now available
as I, was; clearly the sole problem of it all
and apparently nothing else
I wanted to write you a love poem
because I had seen beauty
I had felt love
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and yeah there were problems
and I too had seen the mundane spreading out around us
and sometimes wanted respite
but if only you had told me of your inner storm I could have 		
set us sails
They say true love can weather anything
if only I had known I would have prepared
maybe there was nothing I could do
in which case you should have at least been palpable one last 		
time
and looked in my eyes
after two years to say goodbye
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Dear Jack
by Triya Love
There is no love
there never was,
not for you (her).
the eyelashes of men (mine)
beat upon your slanted back.
as you (I) moved
you felt them falling
but they were floating.
i float for you, me
i still do,
and i fell too.
into you
like a street car careens
into an iceberg
love emptied
touch and tenderness
but loveless at least
meaningless to you
just like your eyes that are clouds to me now.
So much love, you (I)
pour upon heavy lids-hinged necks, and
faltering intentions-and for what.
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to be unearthed in ten years?
jaded archaeology?
your arms are not love
not the love
I wanted to
give you, at least.
So now,
There is no love. Not for you.
(Though there is still a grey one.)
Now I’m resigned to live my life free
of that half a love,
professed in the bitter sweetness of leaves in the mouth…
you taught me that, jack.
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Untitled
by John Eric Johanson
born of this world
as if onto the oceans
we sway along the edges of freedom
our hands
the wake of our geology
and the processes of time, flow with us
we've such little
to perceive the form of this moment
And yet we love
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Forceps
by Jack Magai
Love is a soup,
a reduction
of all the jerks toward other bodies
into my own synaptic resonance.
From this broth
the forceps of chance
Pluck a mate
And leave it on the salver
Of course this is a mystical occurrence.
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Deeper
by Eric Margan
Our love is deeper than minds meeting
Or words fleeting
Soul knowing, tones flowing
Together, where did you come from?
I'm so glad we met.
To discover each other and
The deeper parts of ourselves
Once again.
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Untitled
by Heather Maranville
here, the trees look different —
they say forests burn inextinguishably;
the ignition voyages the earth,
their root systems.
they say water is ineffectual, but
i have never known a wave to tremble
with tenderness
in reverence
of blood.
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Love River
by Christopher Caulfield
Striking a glance
Across your grassy plain
Straining to whiff
that wild flower dance
Of love and wind whispers
Coursing spritely valleys of rivers
Of beating breasts
Of nourishing rains
Your harvest moon tide
Waters wash me
Your diamond desert sands
Run in to deep ocean
A lotus flower bursting
Stubbornly rooted in your muddy fertile soul
A love lamp illuminating
The darkest recesses
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I Am A Karner Blue Butterfly
by Christopher Alan Weatherly
I go to the Pine Bush to be alone
I go there to talk to myself
What’s revealed to me is not truth,
But honesty
The only honesty I trust is my own
I seek this honesty for clarity
I seek this clarity for peace-of-mind
The only honesty I trust is my own
Because I know when I’m lying
Self-talk is not for uncovering
It’s for stripping away
To find myself
Green, tan, and white noise whisper through my mind
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Effects Not Proven
by Jason Martin
they let chemical snail trails into the water
to play and record and use magnets to alter stuff
and your loves and likes and impulses and night sweats
adjustable with solar and lunar forcefield device things
we are fighting to prove to the authorities
we may or may not be in love with the facts
and if anyone is wondering
please let the record show
we are fighting to prove to the authorities
that we are not upset
effects not proven
we wear a lead helmet in bed to protect ourselves
against the rays the government beams into other peoples’
apartments
there are lasers
we want to order items not on the list and stay there
with an ultrasound gun capable of killing a cat at fifty meters
debilitating high frequency radio waves
hypnotic computer-scrambled ultra sounds
and mind-vibrating electromagnetic fields
or you could just say i'm turned on and like the way my
swimsuit feels
because all that is or is not already maybe definitely
happening regardless of intent
it turns out illuminati mind control would be relaxing
and its exhausting to read what people type into the internet
so here we are
and i never thought id say that
we are fighting to prove to the authorities
that we are not upset
with this
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Quixotic
by Lakisha Kraft
As I step out of the shower
Dry myself off
Smothered in Somali rose
I
Clothed myself in a red negligee
You know the one with the split in the middle
Sipping on some sweet korbel
Elevating the sounds of the quiet storm
Through my bedroom
I
Lay between my satin sheets &
The only dimness are succulent candles filtering my nest
As I am making love with my mind
And my spirit
Intentionally forgetting the catastrophes
Of this earlier day
I
Slither on my QUEEN size to the sounds of Marvin Gaye
“When I get this feeling I want sexual healing, sexual healing”
The healing of my hands
Upon my breast
With
The purring of the wind extending beyond my window pane
And all I can do is let out a quiet laughter
As I elevate my right thigh
And then my left
Not considering my 3 inch heels unconditionally
Poking my sheets
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Although ironic, my shoes on my bed
But tonight is my night
So
My fingers slowly proceed past my navel
MMMMMM not yet
Am I ready to experience quick breath
I don’t think I could have gotten a better answer from the
sounds of
“go head, really get your groove on, cuz tonight my hand
is slipping through”
the vinyl sound of jill scott blazing through my radio
ooops
my quick breath explodes with my love lingering through
my fingers
I too excited to move
Just lay and lay
Amusingly almost fall asleep with the stroke of the wetness
Steadily protruding my body
I don’t need a man
I don’t need a man
I don’t need a man
Because I have my hand
And as I later on awake
With the rays of sunlight and the tint of morning dew
I waltz to the shower wondering……
What journey my imagination will obtain me next.
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Lover and Butter
by Mike Bonanno
any prospects?
whose in the room babe?
any hotties?
today i tried to masturbate with butter.
there was this butter bar.
its so hot here
and sticky
and i thought:
I don’t have any bread.
sure why no
usually i’d use some kind of oil.
olive. walnut. vegetable. etc.
BUTTER?
why the fuck not?
crisco, butter,
MOTOR.
its all oil.
see, i have just a bit of time to myself.
and put butter on my dick
dick sandwich?
dick and butter on sourdough
i had to wipe it off.
i could not finish for some reason.
i was between things.
oh yeah, i was cooking.
ears of corn, you know, butter and salt...
so i took my dick and slid it in the butter where the corn had been
back and forth
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a few corn hairs still embedded in the butter got on my dick
but they’re soft, no worries.
then i needed another stick of butter, a top stick
and i just clamped the two together around my dick
like I was the sheriff putting a criminal in the stocks.
the burden of sexuality was born by the weight of a fat-yoke
and in and out till my parents came in
and i said hi mom just buttering an ear
and she said that looks more like your dick
i said mom you are 85.
its corn.
and she smiled and said “great”
and we had lunch.
most of that story is true, up to the mom walking in.
now i gotta write the rest of this tenure letter.
love you.
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Ascension Part I
by Val Feldman
I'll be waiting at the summit
where the sky meets the trees
I will lay there breathless
as you ascend to me
it's not the lack of air
that has stopped my breath from breathing
yet the thought of knowing
you're on your way up that keeps me going
I'll meet you at the summit
where the birds no longer chirp
but the melody of your sweet love
does not leave me missing their song
for it is you who fills me with air when i am breathless,
I could go without water if i could bottle your kiss.
and to be in your arms is to feel infinity.
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Fireworks
by Tiffany Ayuda
Fireworks pierce the night with a confetti of colors, chas
ing away the darkness
They were her kisses sending love to the moon
In unbearable moments, he was the moon for her
Eternal and ever present
She might not look up to see him on most nights, but it
was always there all along
In the winter, the moon is higher off the ground, farther
in the distance
Still, shining on the weeds of insecurity and showering
light on seeds of promise
In the summer, the moon keeps close to the ground and
rises against candy clouds
He wouldn't let darkness fall on her
As night fades and the sun pours into the sky,
she wakes and the moon is gibbous beyond the blue
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CoeRAGE
by Alex Briggs
LovePrana caught and channelled
into love, courtship, house holding,
and Profits…
Building and Growing and Working and Trading
All for Love of Family
Even when Dammed thru turbines of Fear
It is the Love that is flowing.
Love is the seed,
Focused ball of energy
Coveted by all Life.
Families the plant,
and Nature, the Sun.
Beautiful Seed of a Flower:
A Trust put into the future…
or a Bean to be Counted and Siloed.
Forgive my english debt-dictionbut marvel at how tainted our love is,
that such words can fit!
How many Hearts, Ideals, Morals
Are Broken by Love?
It is Our hearts
that Their Hooks
are aimed at
Let us learn to love our Families Fiercely
To be Fulfilled within them,
Reaching out in friendship and Camaraderie
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Building Alliances and Confederacies,
Negotiating Our boundaries and difference
Against the Divisive Brainwash- recognizing and expelling it
Against the Monopolies, and THEIR State
Consider the Beaver, and learn of them
Of how they love the land, and each other
The Bear, the Fox and the WolfLearn of Love from Them
and also of Courage
Coeur-Rage,
the Rage of the HeartIn Defense of the Family
It is time We Rise.
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Ascension Part II
by Val Feldman
here i am at the summit
and it seems the whole world in view
because you open up my eyes to new ways of life
i never thought id knew
i always have birds view with you,
the sky a shade of forever blue.
clouds come and pass forming hearts in the sky
you and the mountain are not separate
your face is in the mountainside
your smell is in the breeze
i get lost when i dont leave to find you.
youre my compass, my road map, my home.
if you meet me, and we become us at the summit,
ill be adorned with roses
for i know the trek seemed so hard to bare
but you made it, youre here and i love you
thank you for your patience
and for never giving up
we’re tired its time to rest now
we. made. it.
in my arms there's no further to go.
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Interstellar
by Christopher Caulfield
You are star dust
You are ancient
You are a child of that timeless flowing energy
Permeating all beings
From which sprang forth the Sun
From which springs forth all life on Mother Earth
We are thinking star dust
Living through recycled energies
Of ancient stars
Now dust and dirt
Now invigorated
By youthful stellar energies
Of day and light
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Again and Again
by Alex Kochkin
Going through God's grandeur
seeing everything's single system
stars above the soul within
everything that we've been taught
going on as it has been as we've been
taught to expect it to be all in all try to remember that this never happened
before like this nothing is like anything
every moment idiosyncratic
its own and unlike any other November leaves swirling on a dusky road
beneath a gently winking baby moon have you ever seen these things before
ask yourself and in answer forget
all you've been taught and all you've thought
and see the scenes as they pass by
recognizing them for the first time anew just look at things as they occur directly
like never before and never again
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My Joy
by Katie Centanni
You don't ask for it, it just is
You don't work for it, it just happens
Love has followed me around, bowled me over
Poured down upon me, washed me away
It just appears every day;
I'm overcome by it
Surprised every day
How it just keeps growing, expanding, heightening
New levels, new categories, new moons, more cycles
It's all love
Life is love
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Love Stays
by Jenny Watkins
Who knows where it comes from.
Filling up a tired mother’s eyes like sun behind cloud,
Leaking into a tussling sibling’s laugh:
He’s furious but full
of Love for his same blood incarnate.
And wonder when it ignites
Unbidden or sought,
Between two beings born strangers, now bound,
Veins full of light and flowing into the others’ like One.
What’s more is that
Love doesn’t leave when a body does,
When distance and death call.
What’s more is
The phenomenon that Love Stays.
Please remember Physics
That this energy is neither created nor destroyed,
It is transforming and ever present,
We are Rumi’s fish swimming in it.
Please remember when you feel far from Love,
You are the Earth moving with the crescent Moon
And it will come Full again.
You are just darkly turned, but still spinning.
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Bassett
by Friederike Fichtner
Love
So effervescent at first
Like a freshly cracked Coca Cola
My mind
Like a firework
Under a harvest moon
Wenn ich dich ansehe
Verschwimmen meine Gedanken
Wachsen Gefühle
Unerklärlich
I don't want to go without that fizz
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Gratitude
by Maria Cristine Diotte
moments which call my attention to the Universal Loving
Embrace surrounding me –
this Embrace is as strong as a diamond is hard
as sweet as a sun-ripened berry
as playful as the leaves of a tree dancing in the breeze
as endless as the stars in the night sky seem to be
yet at times, I still seem to forget that it’s holding me
but in moments when I safely walk away from disaster
when a perfect stranger stops to help me
when just the right insight appears in my mind at just the
right time
I'm reminded
my Awareness shifts to Father Sky and to Mother Earth,
to Father Sun and to Mother Moon
and I know that I’m being cared for
my heart is filled with Gratitude –
it’s this Gratitude that heals me
enriches my soul when a loved one has departed from the
physical plane
allows me to feel thankful, joyful to have known her here on
earth in this lifetime
connects me to Rei, to spiritual wisdom
which in turn brightens my Ki, my life energy
providing me the opportunity to radiate this powerful vitality
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to share positive vibrations with other beings
we are each an integral part of The Flow
and each time we find Love within ourselves,
let us shine its kindness and understanding out to one
another
we create Love
and we are Love
we are One in this Universal Current
it’s our Gratitude which inspires us to reach this
realization
carrying us onward to our Enlightened Bliss
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What more is there but Love?
by V Owen Bush
What more is there but Love?
We get lost in Love’s polarity:
Love of self / service to self
Love of others / service to All
Polarity motivates spin:
fear, sadness, anger, disgust,
all are Love that has forgotten Its Name.
What more is there but Love?
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I don't know what to call it
by William McGrath
What is this?
Why does it feel good?
How come it's painful sometimes?
Can I stop it? Yes, I'll never be hurt again.
Awesome, No More Pain
What is this?
It's not pain.
It's Absence, I'll fill it.
With what? All these other things can be taken.
I know, Anger, It's Fire.
Ahh, that warmth I lost it's Back
What is this?
It's Pain, Is it Mine?
It's not, but it is.
That Warmth is now Burning Uncontrollably.
Everything is Scorched, The Fire is too Intense.
All the Beauty is Gone, Put the Fire OUT!
What is this?
The Absence is back.
Now What? I NEED Warmth.
I know, but sometimes its painful.
But it's also beautiful sometimes.
Ahh, Love, the pain gives it Value and the Beauty shows
it's Worth it.
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I Lost My Diary
by Christopher Alan Weatherly
Romance has been replaced by that carnival game with
the balls and beta fish
Plenty of fish in the sea, right?
The shame of loss, losing, and trying
I’m sorry for complaining like this
I wish I had a more profound message
I don’t do this to feel better
I do it to be comfortable
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Funkstille
by Friederike Fichtner
I have sat in silence and pondered the possibility of my
infinite loneliness
I hope to find true love someday
Perhaps upon the horizon that presents to me a thousand
moons
I aim to travel to the ends of this fine earth
In an effort to find my one true love
I do believe it is written in my stars
She will be waiting
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1:25 am. 10/14/2006
by Jason Greco
Synthesis of two souls
DNA destiny configured for all to see
Staring deeply into her eyes
Overwhelmed by love
Responsibility ahead of me
Embraced fully
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In Full
by Shannon Oksman
I see you in full.
Passing by tin shacks and placid lakes
Ripples made of gold in the water,
while mountains majesty; turning silhouette against this
dying sun.
Painted lilac sky,
I see you in full.
Crickets sing summer hymns, convalescing in grass shelters;
preferably far from the mouths of bullfrogs.
Sweet night creeps into glowing eyes.
Foxtrots & raccoon paws shimmy through my eardrums
without my ever hearing.
I see you in full;
as this tube with wheels hurdles me towards unnatural
Apple terrain.
Through the valleys of the shadows of life;
Full green,
Full summer,
Whole song.
A hand in the clouds as your wind sweeps the ghosts of
dandelions into someone else's hair;
onto someone else's porch that I am passing by.
Blurred: every tree that is the sleep of crows, the cradle of
squirrels.
And even though my eyes are drawing to a close,
deep in my heart stir the echoes of seeing you in full.
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Heather Margaret
by Lois Sawyer Caulfield : 1977
Sure a little gift from heaven fell from out the sky one day,
And nestled in the Caulfield's home, and now is here to
stay.
And when the family found her, she looked so sweet and
fair,
We decided that we'd keep her, for we'd looked most
ev'rywhere!
So we placed her in a bassinet and wrapped her all up
tight.
Then we named her Heather Margaret, and Brian said
“Goodnight!”
She was born October thirteenth, weighing in at eight
pounds-four,
And we're going to adopt her, and we'll love her evermore!
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Untitled
by Eric Margan
I awake and eyes adjust
To morning light. Like
Letting you in my heart
Is a steady surprise
A slow flood that lifts me up
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Ne se puede vivir sin amar
by Mark C. Johnson
How much depends
In the sense that it is lost
On the letter that did not arrive
The look not returned
Because at that moment
Another looked away
The tone lost
To the wind or a beast
Braying in the field
A bus going past just then
The steeped tea stirred
Honey scent in the steam
An inattention
As thought walked between
Two feelings reaching out
With bulky sweatered sleeves
Toward one another and then
Past the intended embrace
A shooting star leaving an intuition
As its only trail across the night sky
A leaf settling beneath the tree
As a snowflake on a mounding drift
Amongst all the stars
Atop all the other leaves
The chance to sort it out
Has passed and the coffee stains
Could be read in so many ways
The waves rise and fall
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The urchin's spines spin
The anemone's many fingers
Wiggle with the tide
And the octopus slides
From crevice to crevice
Everything always just
Out of reach beyond, beyond...
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Love Deciphered
by Patrick F. Caulfield, MD
Come with me my fellow traveler,
On a new quest here beginning
To condense in picture story
Of what is love and of its essence
Man has always recognized it
In the natural world he found it
From the fauna of the forest
To his fellow homo sapiens.
Moshe in the Good Book placed it
And the Nazarene refined it
Into just two love Commandments
He distilled the Law forever.
Paul the writer and disciple
Wrote on love to the Corinthians
In prose refined and full of wisdom
Love shall reign supreme forever.
Even lofty Grecian thinkers
Took time to discuss and ponder
While they gave us many subsets
The core they left intact, un-severed.
When we come to song and story
Love is always sprinkled in there
The Beetles and the Maharaja say,
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All you need is love, forever.
What is this love that seems to bind us
And yet transcend above, beyond us?
That enfolds like gel or plasma
The distilled core of human kindness.
Perhaps it lifts us to the next level,
On this journey placed before us
The shroud that separates thin places
Where the two worlds brush together.
Perchance it is the bright lit passage
Where the tunnel light is calling
To the new world of the Spirit
To the home of love forever.
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And wish
by Alison Rutkowski
her death came slowly
long enough to watch out for, for years,
long enough to lie with her for every breath
just waiting and worrying andrejoicing in being wrapped together for another day!
her death came slowly
long enough to remember the guarantee on the package
at age twelve
“warrantee till maybe 30, if miracle 40 “
but what is twelve then, ohhhhhhhh i was a child
no need to worry
yet at 12, and on, meg so wild
face kicked back to the moon howling
laughing
cause she told me and she heard those same words and
this world would not stop her…..
was it a blessing for her?
and a sham or shame i couldn’t hear those words the
same
they are so blunt and so true
yet only if they are given to you, can you know
what every poet knows
every love story
every true friendship
every perfection of weaving of the grass in the wind
they will all say
you are supposed to experience...
So, push upon this little baby, this life
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this tenacity and ferociousness
and more strength than all the rest
that she will show you what its like to be truly free
And i was not meant for the call
so i can only grasp, after i hold her so tight
so true
on her last day on earth when the warrantee was quick to
be up
and oh i loved her but now
i want to talk and say
wow, i know you even better than i ever thought i could
i love you, if possible, even more
and i now truly know how much you felt the same,
and were always trying to tell me… always
even at age twelve
Meg, i loved you to my hearts explosion
i love you like this life itself
cause it is fleeting fast
but oh to and true
and to have
truly loved
and
so unbelievable BIG
my god, thank you.
to be twelve
and live our life
again
blow the seeds into the wind
and wish
xoxoxo
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This one question
by Krzysiek Bronowicki
You’re asking me what is love?
It’s like asking if the time is passing by
I don’t know answers for most of the questions
But I know one, which you always want to ask me
Am I tired of your asking?
No.
Do I feel need to be asked by you?
Yes
So what is love?
Love has your face
And the rest is not important anymore
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D Way
by Kozmikris
I
Love D way
U groove
I
Love D way
U move
I
Need my time with u
For everything we choose.
The sum adds up to u
I
Love things u do
Please spend some time to lose
I
Love the way u do.
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Cuddle poem
by Ethan Kindred
ali cuddles ethan
who cuddles splash mountain
(a cat with claws)
cuddles a wool blanket
clouds cuddle the sky
sky cuddles house
house cuddles other houses
river cuddles town
many towns, simultaneously cuddled
long tongue cuddles language
syria cuddles lebanon
cuddles israel
cuddles the sea.
the cross cuddles christ
from behind
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Love is a Pulse that Never Stops
by Thomas Hotaling
Love
is a
Pulse
that
Never stops.
Love
is not
a runaway,
We run away
from
Love.
Love
does not
Grow old,
We grow old
of
Love.
Love is a pulse that never stops.
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Feigned Indifference
by Kathryn Fantauzzi
He stands there, his attention elsewhere
It’s not indifference to my presence, necessarily
Just a social indelicateness
I wonder if reserved for me
I rustle, attempting to contain my indignation
Battling my childish need to speak
He sees through me
Begrudgingly accepting my advances
His psychology prevents him from connecting
That’s what I tell myself right now
He resists my benedictine nature
I’m forced on my heels, scrambling
To regain my dignity and my grace
As my face flushes
My mouth speaks falsehoods
Feigning indifference for my own benefit
Telling him
What it is
He has told me
I feel
I demean the purity of connection
Mimicking his crass
And kicking out the pedestal, powerless
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In an ill advised attempt
Only realized in retrospect
To hide my love from him
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The Observer
by Lecco Morris
Your feet are wet.
The moon dodges your desire
to search his face —
and yes, your feet are also cold.
The heavens have you framed —
guilty observer of chaos,
resurfacing into mist so thick
you grope its endless non-edges,
whispering impossible questions.
Now your body is wrapped in mine.
I experience you
participating in my body,
your tongue laying me gently down,
trembling and wet.
You stare diligently out
the convex window of my caravan
for the moon to arrive
and howl his pained operetta
for the audience
above and just to his right,
studying the subtleties
of his upturned face
just as I am studying yours.
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Cheese
by Danatoons
Love
is
Like
a piece of cheese
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Little White House
by Taylor Lee
I remember you, little white house.
A small wooden gate, tiny crossed windows, a sliding glass
door in the back.
A green bird house near the Rose of Aaron bush for robins to 			
lounge and snack.
I remember you, little white house.
Full of song, music, and dance.
Filled with hope for a better future,
for those who needed a second, third, and fourth chance.
I remember you, little white house.
So much love from the beginning.
An above ground swimming pool, a naval bell, and playing
cards.
Still difficult to believe this all had an ending.
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Inhale
by Kayla R Coons
I breathe you in
with pupils wide
I breathe you out
afraid to miss a glimpse
I drink you up and spit you back
you look at me searching.
I cant give you anymore
you search my body hoping.
to find the old skin you used to know
I have traveled far away,
places you do not exist in
destinations you wished id never discovered
most days I wish you could try to understand
how all of this must be intentional
ending up in the middle of where my morals meet
pleasure
you protect yourself,
believing me an illusion
but I like it here.
even when I am alone
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Exhale
by Kayla R Coons
I forgot to breathe you in
now you’re gone
your taste left my tongue
because I do not always miss you my mind was always
anywhere else
its imaginable to recall the ways I used to need you
so I put it on hold and threw you away
lured you in only to change my mind
expecting desire for singularity, just me
pried open like a once locked box robbing its contents
forcing you to surrender all of your mind to mine
I slammed the heaviest doors on your body shutting you in
emptying you of trust for what I thought had reason
scrubbing your wounds with my fists when you needed
mending
consumed all you were to realize its bitterness spitting you
out
the only one who could ever stand my stench
love with no exceptions
now you’re gone
I must have forgot how to breathe you in.
you pushed me when I needed you least
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In Three
by Devon Simms
Bells will announce your coming,
The bus stop a literal 200 feet away
It beeps in threes letting riders off.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
If I'm in my room or the kitchen or the living room
I'll probably hear your three minute
imminent arrival.
Today a church chimed in, marking the hour,
with the bus as it beep-beep-beep-beep--beeeeep-ed
Two hundred feet up the side-street.
A pine scented candle flickered above my altar as if
granting a wish
as I lay with an Elestiel quartz resting upon my brow in 		
semi-darkness.
trying to meditate. Couldn't help but wonder
if you were about to descend the lowered steps deflated by
the driver,
if you wished her/him/them a polite farewell and good
wishes
or if you simply ran out in typical Brooklyn-hustle fashion,
Backpack slung over your toned shoulder, dark stony brow 		
furrowed,
If you were even on the bus at all.
I tend to enable myself into delusion,
that maybe you'll come and visit,
If you know where to find me.
A half hour ago, I looked up your name on Facebook.
Didn't expect to find you drop from the search engine and
there you were,
Wall down.
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Next to my pine scented candle, is your book
and a blood red card propped against the wall. The same
color as a certain chapbook ruined by a spilled flower vase
and eventually
a misguided attempt at letting you go.
It says in beautiful lettering,
All Love Stories are Beautiful, But Ours Is My Favorite.
It is my deepest wish to say that to you one day.
Have those words be true.
I haven't let you go.
I still have your pen, ink-less
Your other two books and a vial of garnet pebbles
You gave me in a dream,
Just like the emails I couldn't bring myself to delete,
I've held onto you,
and looked for your face every Saturday in the towns massive
farmers market
(Knowing you have shit to do in NYC.)
You feel closer to me each and every time I visit Albany,
than whenever you sat across from me at Think Coffee on 7th 		
this time
Last year.
I did delete your number. The temptation to call has been too 		
much.
I gave you my address, knowing I will probably (not) hear you 		
three minutes away,
the bus's deflation the door bell this house does not yet have.
If you do arrive, I know it's more likely you will be angry than 		
loving.
After all we both know
I'm good at deluding myself into believing you love me.
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Golden Light
by Triya Love
Love is a sanctuary filled with smiles,
Quietly dancing, skimming across lips,
freeing them into shapes,
Wide with integrity.
Those smiles can change you, you know?
Especially when they creep over frowns, and
The dust collecting tchotchkes
Of our individual egos…
Leave your ego behind you!
Love is a current, a vibration,
That lies underneath the soil of the earth.
It massages our feet
As we walk upon it
Always there simply,
waiting for shoes to come off.
But, too
Love is a pane of glass
Delicate and easily broken
And when it does it screams
Broken again, and again, and again,
but with a heart that can’t stop beating-crying, breathing, swelling with heat…
Healing.
By love, of love, through love.
Go way into the golden light!
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Tick-Tock
by Eileen Thornton
The human race never ceases to amaze me,
however they do sometimes surprise me,
keeps your mind racing and your heart ticking.
As one door closes a window opens up in heaven,
Friends come and go however memories last
And when in doubt sit and be still and in time you’ll find the
answer to life’s prayers
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My Prayer
by Jun Yasuda
My life is poem
Your life is poem
Myself is just pray
“Na Mu Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo”
“Na Mu Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo”
“Na Mu Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo”
People not understand?
That not poem?
But my love to world for peace this is
My poem
This is
My prayer
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Breath
by Beth Ann
Lying in bed
mind full up
of thoughts and thoughts and thoughts and then
suddenly
pulled back in
aware again of my own breath
as yours gently
glances my cheek...
breath in
breath out
breath in
breath out
I hear a siren in the distance
fade again into the darkness
and then your breath...
breath in
breath out
breath in
breath out
as if to say...
Good night
My love
Good night
My love
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Hymn to love
by Ma Satprem Yeshe Dolma
Love is masked from mundane to divine.
Its lowest is raw passion of dancing hormones.
Meeting, merging and melting happens,
Walking on dreamland clouds moved by spells.
Hot and fiery it sucks into darkest depth,
Scattered to pieces of nakedness,
Dull blinded or overall Seeing, it IS enlightening.
At this highest it grows humbling compassion,
Higher still higher, touching bright stars of no mind.
Its appearance is a gift from the beyond,
Opening to flower into a human-hood of gratitude.
Its a journey which begins and never ends.
Its a free bird with strong, tender wings,
Imprisoned, it dies slowly and painful.
Its in the cool wind of biting summer days,
In the whisper of red flames dancing on winters fire.
Its in the sudden sweet song of a hidden bird.
The slow dance of a twirling autumn leaf.
Its in the empty look of a newborn
And the deep wrinkles of ancient wisdom.
Love is in you and me.
It IS the breath we breathe,
The energy we are made of.
Awakened to consciousness, its everywhere
but hidden, its dream sleeping away .
Love is the mystical stardust, showering Grace.
Love is Dharma, Tao, THE law.
Silence is its true color.
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The Owl and the Sun
by Tommy Watkins
The owl watches as the wise men teach
Gathering sheep while they sleep and preach
Hear them not, but believe in your own
Your head and your heart are yours alone
No to hatred
No to division
History warns of this condition
Decision
Decision
When will they listen?
If your mind is free then so is your soul
If your soul is free you need not control
If you have no control you will do, as you must
Free to dream free to trust
If your trust is just and your faith divine
The world is yours
Yours and mine
But the world is mad
So let’s live on the sun
Scars and stars
and lots of fun
With all that’s below and us above
there is nothing left but
love
love
love
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The Glowing
by David Panza
With love you attempt
To make your pale heart into paradise,
Living -un-immortally
The world seems to smother your flame
Growing you struggle against the impossible,
The immobile until you learn
Everything
Rests
On your
Surrender
To
The Dependable,
The Immutable,
The Initiator,
The Praiseworthy
The Perceiver,
The Finder,
The Unfailing
The Eternal,
The Absolute,
The Self-Sufficient
The Guide to the Right Path
The Timeless,
The Patient
The Incomparable,
The Unattainable,
The Beautiful
How could some soul compact that
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Into a heart, a thought
Or even into the realms of the measurable?
Your pulse
A musical note
The swirl of stars
The steam from your coffee cup
A river's voice
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In the Beginning
by Patrick Harris Jr.
Luscious light whispers
behind honied tongues
urging language & moment
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Thoughts on Loveth, #4
by Nick Shattell
I would rather feel love
than bother with writing it down
so it only reads like misery
as most observations
can be dry without music.
The way your tongue and your lips
part when you speak
invites a noisy contribution
adamant with antithesis
to the waiting eyes and ears.
It is nice to watch
as essence emerges on pages
and I kick up my heels
each time I click another click
particularly on point
with the way I find peace.
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Kozmik Sirkus, Heart Innards
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Neen, Moments Like These
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BACKGROUND
The Love Poetry Project is dedicated to promoting love
consciousness amongst the authors and wider audience.
It was born out of a perceived need for greater empathy, love, compassion, and understanding in this world,
during our time of great upheaval, war, social division,
and xenophobia during the election season of 2016,
and resurgence of fear-based politics in America, and
elsewhere.
This book of poetry on love began as a relatively modest exposition of about ten local artists and friends of
mine, in upstate New York. I knew that poetry has some
mysterious power to draw honesty from deep within
folks. This book is, at its core, poems about love, in all its
various forms. It has continually grown since that modest inkling of a vision, into a burgeoning community of
authors from around the world sharing their stories of
love, and making connections through understanding.
As word spread, friends came to me and shared excited stories about their writing; one friend searched all
her journals and past poetry but could not find a single
entry about love itself. She was so happy to be meditating deeply about love for the first time; success! Other
friends were reaching so deeply within themselves, re-
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vealing such delicate and personal aspects, that they preferred to write under a pen name; success! Another friend
told me repeatedly that he could not write poetry, and did
not even know what love was. I asked him to write a poem
about struggling to know what love is; success! One poem,
by my dear friend Alex Kochkin, is published posthumously, having also been published posthumously by his mother
Anna Kochkin. I perceive that this project, and exuberant
expressions of love in all its forms, have the ability to help
people in ways which leave an impression.
I have seen that poetry, expressed honestly, searching oneself, has powers of healing which are not otherwise accessible. People can access wounds of the soul, and heal them,
through the spoken word, shared first with oneself, then
with others. The reader's understanding and empathy provides healing in itself. I and others learned deeper levels
of ourselves, and deepened mutual connections with other
authors and the wider audience, through sharing our most
sensitive vulnerabilities and hopes. Please join our conversation. The love poetry project supports artists through our
anthologies. To find out how to contribute your love poetry,
please visit:
www.LovePoetryProject.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Christopher is working to complete a Ph.D. in philosophy and clinical ethics, at SUNY Albany, New York. He
currently studies clinical ethics, with a focus on empathy and compassion from doctors to patients and families. Through his studies, he has gained an ever greater
appreciation for the importance of compassion, empathy, and of actively maintaining vibrant relationships
through love.
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Gina Mauro, Moon Tide
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